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PREFACE

This master thesis is a dive into one of the many applications of elec-
tromagneticbandgapstructures (EBGs), inspiredbya literature study
done the previous autumn [15] where the field of EBGs and metama-
terials were explored.

Any field is aworld onto itself, and the question of just howan electro-
magnetic lensmay be designedprovednot to be straightforward. The
focus point was long the method of using proper metamaterials and
transformational optics theory, but shifted to EBGs and array theory
after being acquainted with several previous works.

The framework for constructing, simulatingandanalyzing thenumer-
ous aspects of transmitarrays came to be 18 000 lines of code in the
end. This took an appreciable amount of time to write and ponder,
restricting the scope of the thesis, but was undoubtedly decisive in
creating a thorough result.

I extends my greatest appreciations towards my supervisors, Profes-
sor Egil Eide and Irene Jensen at SINTEF for supporting me through-
out this semester and allowing me to explore this exciting and inter-
esting field of antenna engineering. In addition, I would like to thank
Terje Mathiesen for assisting me performing the antenna measure-
ments, and Finmekanisk Verksted at Faculty of Natural Sciences for
exceedingly quickly manufacturing the foundation of the measure-
ment jig.
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SAMMENDRAG

Denne masteroppgaven presenterer to design av elektromagnetiske
linser kalt transmitarray, laget med en senterfrekvens på 12GHz og
en brennvidde på 𝐹 = 400mm. Begge består av tre identiske plane
lag som hver er dekket av 293 doble kvadratiske løkker arrangert i et
periodisk gitter.Disse løkkene er enhetsceller oghar enbreddepå_/2.
Radiusen på transmitarrayene er 10 slike enhetsceller, eller 125mm.

Hensikten til den første linsen er å kollimere den sfæriske bølgefron-
ten fra en hornantenne. Den er fremstilt på FR4 substrat og målt i et
anekoisk kammer. På grunn av høyere permittivitet i det fysiske sub-
stratet, har det fabrikkerte transmitarrayet en lavere senterfrekvens
på 10.97GHz samt en kortere brennvidde på 𝐹 = 300mm. Høyeste
vinning er 9.43 dB (12GHz, 𝐹 = 400mm) og 9.34 dB (10.97GHz, 𝐹 =

300mm) for henholdsvis simulert og målt transmitarray. På den til-
tenkte senterfrekvensen (12GHz)harderimotdet fabrikkerte transmit-
arrayet en vinning på kun 3.44 dB.

Målet for den andre linsen er å omforme hovedloben fra en hornan-
tenne til to separate lober med retningene (\ = 45◦, 𝜙 = 0◦) og (\ =

45◦,𝜙 = 45◦). Dette transmitarrayet er ikke fremstilt,menbrukes for å
demonstrere partikkelsvermoptimalisering for å oppnå ønsket fjern-
felt. Algoritmen klarer å syntetisere fasefordelingen til en enkeltmatet
tverrlobet linse etter 500 iterasjoner.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents the design of two electromagnetic lenses called
transmitarrays, designed with a center frequency of 12 GHz and a fo-
cus distance of 𝐹 = 400mm. Both consists of three stacked identical
planar layers patterned with 293 double square loop periodic phase
shifting unit cell, each cell having a width of _/2. The radius of the
transmitarrays are 10 unitcells or 125mm.

The first lens collimates the spherical wavefront fromahorn antenna.
It is fabricated on FR4 substrate andmeasured in an anechoic cham-
ber. Due to increased permittivity in the physical substrate, the real-
ized transmitarray has a lower center frequency of 10.97GHz and a
shorter focus distance of 𝐹 = 300mm. Peak gains are 9.43 dB (12GHz,
𝐹 = 400mm) and 9.34 dB (10.97GHz, 𝐹 = 300mm) for the simulated
and measured transmitarray, respectively. However, at the designed
12GHz frequencyand𝐹 = 400mm focusdistance, the realized transmit-
array has a gain of just 3.44 dB.

The second lens transforms the single main lobe of a horn antenna
into two separate lobes directed into (\ = 45◦, 𝜙 = 0◦) and (\ = 45◦,
𝜙 = 45◦). This lens is not fabricated, but demonstrates particle swarm
optimization to achieve an arbitrary desired farfield. The algorithm
manages to synthesize the phase distribution of the single-fed dual-
lobe lens after 500 iterations.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic lenses areused tomodify thewavefront of antennas [19].
This could be everything from correcting the amplitude taper of a horn
antenna, to achieving active beam steering using only a single antenna
element. The former was achieved in the 1940’s with constrained lenses
made from stackedmetal plates, while latter has only recently been pos-
sible through electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structures andmetamate-
rials.

This thesis aims to design, fabricate and analyze a type of electromag-
netic lens called a transmitarray, constructed with phase shifting el-
ements named multilayered frequency selective surface (M-FSS). The
width and length of these elements are _/2 at the design frequency
of 12 Ghz, placing them in the group of EBG structures. Research into
these structures and the concept of transmitarrays has had a substantial
growth since the early 2000 and especially the last decade, on which this
thesis is largely based.

The design goal of this thesis is twofold. The primary objective is to
construct a transmitarray that collimates1 the fields from a feed an-
tenna in the direction normal to the surface of the transmitarray. This is
analogous to an ordinary collimating optical lens. The secondary objec-
tive is to use numerical optimization to design a single-fed multi-beam
transmitarray that transforms the spherical input wave into two beams
aimed 90◦ relative to each other, so as to demonstrate the flexibility of
transmitarrays.

1 I.e. make a spherical wave into a plane wave.
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2
THEORY

This chapter is structured into three main parts: the history and useful-
ness of lens antennas; the theoryof themain subject, transmitarrays; and
theory of the parts, the EBG unitcells. In addition, a primer of necessary
antenna theory is given at thebeginning for thosewhomaybeunfamiliar
with the subject. Finally, a brief explanation of a numerical technique
used to synthesize transmitarrays that achieve a desired farfield is laid
out at the end.

For easier page turning, the respective theory sections are found at:

p. 8, Lens antennas

p. 14, Transmitarrays

p. 23, electromagnetic band gap

p. 37, Numerical optimization

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY

Antennas are transitional structures between free space and a guiding
device, the latter often being a coaxial cable or a hollow conductorwhere
waves are contained within [4]1. The transitional structures can take
widely different forms, but all rely on Ampère’s law that accelerating and
decelerating electric charges causes electromagnetic radiation, akin to a
rock thrown in a pond causes ripples in the water.

Continuously accelerating and decelerating electric charges in form of
an oscillating current is the most practical way to drive an antenna. If
the oscillation is a perfect sinusoidal wave, see Figure 1, it can be charac-
terized by the frequency 𝑓 and the wavelength _. They are related by the
speed of the wave 𝑣𝑝 :

𝑓 · _ = 𝑣𝑝 . (1)

1 The majority of this section is based primarily on [4].

2
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Figure 1: Illustration of an ideal sinusoid in both the spatial domain and
time domain. The amplitude of the sinusoid is 𝐴 and only one
period is shown. The units are arbitrary.

The phase velocity 𝑣𝑝 depends on the medium where the electromag-
netic wave is propagating. In a vacuum, 𝑣𝑝 is equal to the speed of light
𝑐 . In other materials, the phase velocity can be written as a function
of the fundamental constitutive parameters: the relative permittivity Y𝑟 ,
and relative permeability `𝑟 . Permittivity is amaterial’s resistance to alter
its internal electric field in response to a changing external field. Zero
resistance corresponds to 𝜖 = 1, an example of which is vacuum, while
absence of any internal field corresponds to 𝜖 = ∞, a perfect conductor.
Similarly, the permeability is the resistance against change of an internal
magnetic field. Their relation with phase velocity is:

𝑣𝑝 =
𝑐

√
Y𝑟`𝑟

(2)

A final useful relation for describing a wave propagating in a medium is
the index of refraction [ = 𝑐

𝑣
=

√
𝜖𝑟`𝑟 . This is a dimensionless number

describing howmany times slower an electromagnetic wave travels in a
given medium relative to vacuum.
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2.1.1 Impedance and Reactivity

The electromagnetic wave that propagates from an antenna always con-
sists of waves in two fields: the electric field2 ®𝐸 andmagnetic field ®𝐻 . We
describe the relationship between these as impedance, 𝑍 , often specified
aswave impedance when dealing with waves:

𝑍 =

��� ®𝐸 ������ ®𝐻 ��� . (3)

The wave impedance is a complex number where the magnitude |𝑍 | de-
scribes the difference in field intensities and the angle ∠𝑍 is the phase
differencebetween the electric andmagneticwave. Thepresence of such
a phase shift is due to a non-zero imaginary part of 𝑍 .

The imaginary component of 𝑍 is named reactance. In short, this relates
to how much energy is stored in the field and not radiated away during
one oscillation. During half of one oscillation, energy is dumped into the
fields, only to subsequently be taken away during the second half of the
oscillation.

2.1.2 Nearfield and Farfield

Thefielddistributions close to an antennabehaves differently than those
far away.Different spatial regions around antennas are therefore defined.
These are reactive near-field where the reactive part of the fields are large;
radiating near-field3 where the angular components of ®𝐸 and ®𝐻 are de-
pendent of distance; and the far-field4 where the angular component of
field distributions are independent of distance.

The key take away from the different field regions is that the far-field is
a ”nice” region. This stems from two properties. Firstly, the equations
become simplified as near-field terms fall away with 1/𝑟 𝑛 ,𝑛 > 2 with
distance 𝑟 . Secondly, structures and disturbances placed at the farfield
does not become mutually coupled with nor change the radiation char-
acteristics of the antenna5.

2 Technically, these are the electric and magnetic field intensity vectors.
3 Radiating near-field is also called the Fresnel region
4 The far-field is also called the Fraunhofer region
5 A practical demonstration of this is when you place you hand close to an FM aerial
causing deleterious effects on audio-quality, but standing beside the FM-radio results
in minimal audible changes.
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For an antenna where the largest dimension is 𝐷 , the far-field begins at
a distance:

𝑟 ≥ 2𝐷2

_
(4)

2.1.3 Radiation Pattern and Antenna Characteristics

The radiation field pattern is the field strength6 along a circle or sphere
of constant radius. It is thus a spatial graph of how the antenna radiates.
Equal radiation in all directions is isotropic, and is often used as a refer-
ence when comparing an antenna in question. Another commonly used
representation is the spatial variation of power density, called a power
pattern. An example of a field pattern of a dipole is shown in Figure 2
below.

θ =0◦

45◦

90◦

135◦

180◦

225◦

270◦

315◦

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Directivity for a λ/2 dipole

D for λ/2 dipole D for isotropic source

Figure 2: Radiation field pattern of a half wave dipole antenna with the
field of an isotropic source inscribed. The term half wave dipole
means that the total length of the dipole is _/2. This length is
often used in practice since it is easy to match while also giving
few lobes. As can be seen from this plot, directivity is gained in
the \ = ±90◦ direction, but lost in the \ = 0◦, 180◦ directions.

6 The field may be either electric or magnetic.
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The local maxima of the radiation pattern are called lobes7. The lobes of
highest magnitude are themain lobes, while all other are termedminor
lobes. The lobes adjacent to themain lobe are the side lobes . Often, there
is only one intended main lobe and the strongest undesired lobe in the
backward direction is called the back lobe.

The degree to which an antenna directs energy in a given direction is an
important property, and can be indicated by an radiation pattern. This is
called directivity, and is defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity in a
given direction from the antenna to the radiation intensity averaged over
all directions[4]. It is closely related with beamwidth, commonly defined
as thewidth between the half power points of

��� ®𝐸 ���2. If the half power beam
width (HPBW) becomes narrower, the directivity will increase, and vice
versa.

The expression for directivity is:

𝐷 =𝑈
4𝜋
𝑃rad

, (5)

where 𝐷 is directivity; 𝑈 is radiation intensity related to the farfield by
𝑈 = 𝑟 2

2𝑍0

��� ®𝐸 ���2, of which 𝑍0 is the intrinsic impedance of the medium

𝑍0 =

√︃
`
Y
; and 𝑃rad is the total radiated power. The latter is obtained by

integrating the radiation intensity over a sphere enclosing the antenna:

𝑃rad =

∫ 2𝜋

0

∫ 𝜋

0
𝑈 · sin \ d\ d𝜙 (6)

Inserting (6) into (5) gives an alternate and commonly encountered ex-
pression for directivity:

𝐷 = 4𝜋 𝑈∫ 2𝜋
0
∫ 𝜋

0 𝑈 · sin \ d\ d𝜙
. (7)

7 The fundamental cause of this ”lobeyness” is the fact that the electromagnetic field has
a Fourier relationship with the current distribution in the antenna.
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When there is no explicit direction, ”directivity” normally implies max-
imum directivity 𝐷0. This is obtained at maximum radiation intensity
𝑈max, resulting in:

𝐷0 = 4𝜋
𝑈max∫ 2𝜋

0
∫ 𝜋

0 𝑈 · sin \ d\ d𝜙
(8)

=
4𝜋∫ 2𝜋

0
∫ 𝜋

0 𝑈𝑁 · sin \ d\ d𝜙
, (9)

where𝑈𝑁 is normalized radiation intensity.

The last antenna characteristic that is important for the following text is
gain,𝐺 . This is defined the sameway asdirectivity, butwith total radiated
power replaced with 𝑃in, the total power fed into the antenna8. 𝑃rad is
just 𝑃in minus resistive and dielectric losses. These losses are captured
as conduction efficiency 𝑒𝑐 and dielectric efficiency 𝑒𝑑 , respectively. This
gives the relation:

𝐺 = 𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑑𝐷 . (10)

A final note in what (10) shows: the only way to increase the gain of any
antenna, efficiencies being constant, is to increase the directivity. By (7),
increasing directivity entails increasing𝑈max at the cost of decreased𝑈

in all other direction, i.e. the beamwidth must decrease if the gain of the
antenna is to be increased.

2.1.3.1 The Poynting’s Vector

Theelectricfielddoesnot transfer anyenergyby itself.Only togetherwith
its twin the magnetic field, does the propagation of energy follow. The
direction and magnitude of this energy flux – energy per surface area –
is called the Poynting’s vector, named after its discoverer. It is defined by
equation (11). The point of importance is that the Poynting’s vector is by
construction always perpendicular to both the ®𝐸 and ®𝐻 , no matter the
value of 𝜖 and `.

®𝑆 = ®𝐸 × ®𝐻 (11)

8 Under the assumption that the antenna is matched.
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2.2 LENS ANTENNAS

Lens antennas aim to alleviate undesired radiation characteristics by
placing an object that modifies the wavefront in front of the radiating
element ([30], ch.1). Such objects are called lenses because of their legit-
imate similarity to optical lenses. The only real differences is the wave-
length of the light and the materials that are used. Both correct aberra-
tions in the farfield by introducing varying phase delays across the sur-
face of the lens.

A simplified summary of how lenses work can be made by modeling the
path of the wavefront as discrete rays. Each ray is at any point perpendic-
ular to the surface of the wavefront and points into direction of energy
transfer. The lens is modeled as a block of material that is discretized
into separate slabs. Each slab adds a certain phase delay Δ𝜙 to the ray
that passes through it.

2.2.1 Fast and SlowWaves

The many different types of lenses can be categorized by whether phase
delays are positive or negative when a wave is propagating through
it ([30], ch.1). Lenses of the first type is by far the most common and are
called slowwave lenses.Waves passing through these gets aΔ𝜙 > 0 added
to them, slowing them down. The opposite happens for the second type,
called fast wave lenses. Propagating waves gets aΔ𝜙 < 0 added, speeding
them up.

Another way to express this is by using index of refraction. By the defi-
nition given in Section 2.1 above, waves propagating in a medium with
[ > 1 travels slower than in free space. By extension, propagating waves
travels faster than in free space if [ < 1 . Slow wave lenses thus have a
[ greater than unity, while fast wave lenses has [ lower than unity, even
negative in some cases of metamaterials.

2.2.2 Constrained Lenses

Constrained lenses rely on structures that in some way constrain the
wave[16][26], and it is one of the earliest examples of lens antennas. One
such lens is the metal plate lens where stacked plates form waveguides
of varying lengths that guide the wave, see figure 3. The behavior of con-
strained lenses are thus not determined by refractive index[26], differen-
tiating them from the other antenna type.
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Figure 3: Illustration of two kinds of metal plate lenses, reprinted from a
journal paper from 1950[26]. In a), the leftmost, is an ”ordinary”
lens, being describable by Snell’s law. b) shows a constrained
lens where the wave is guide between the plates.

2.2.3 Dielectric Lenses

Dielectric lenses are directly analogous to common optical lenses. They
are constructed of non-conductive low loss materials that have a pre-
cise permittivity and permeability, causing a specific index of refrac-
tion by the aforementioned relation [ =

√
𝜖𝑟`𝑟 . Normally, `𝑟 ≈ 1 and

is neglected ([19], ch.9). In contrast to optical elements, the materials
used at microwave frequencies are often opaque ceramics, polymers or
foams ([30], ch.1). Some transparent materials like sapphire and quartz
could also be used asmicrowave lenses[27], but rarely are on the basis of
the size necessitated by the long wavelengths and their price.

Dielectric material can be used for phase shaping in two ways. The first
is to vary the shape of the lens just like optical lenses. Thicker sections
will induce a higher Δ𝜙 than thinner ones. For the normal case of [ > 1,
a convex shape will transform spherical a plane wave into a plane wave,
collimating it, while a concave shape will transform a plane wave into a
spherical wave, spreading it. In the cases of a refractive index lower than
one, [ < 1, it is the other way around; a convex lens will spread plane
wave while a concave shape will collimate a spherical wave.
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The secondmethod of using dielectricmaterials to create a lens is to vary
thepermittivity throughout thematerial. These are called gradient-index
(GRIN) lenses. As a true permittivity gradient is hard to manufacture, sev-
eral discrete steps are used to form an approximation of the permittivity
profile ([30], p.193). An example of a stepped index ceramic lens is shown
in figure 4.

Figure 4: Example of a stepped index dielectric lens called a Luneberg
lens. Each color change in this picture is a slightly changed ce-
ramic. Several ceramic layers are poured and cast individually
before assembling into the final lens. Reprinted from[17]

GRIN lenseshave theadvantageover shaped lensesofbeingmore lightweight
and having simpler geometry. Considerable less volume is needed if a
convex shape is transformed into a flat surface. Even though the refrac-
tive index profile of stepped-index lenses can only approximate a true
gradient, there is negligible performance loss if the steps aremade small
enough

2.2.4 Artificial Dielectric Lenses

Artificial dielectric lenses are an evolution of dielectric lenses where the
materials are exchanged with so-called metamaterial. In contrast with
naturalmaterials like polymers and ceramicswhich gain their properties
from their molecular composition, the electrical properties of metama-
terials results mainly from their macroscopic structure [7] [5] [23]. These
structures are engineered to give thematerial a desired response around
a specified frequency band, alleviating the need for exotic materials and
enabling a high degree of design freedom. An example of ametamaterial
lens is shown in figure 5. The theory of metamaterials are examined in
more detail in section 2.4.
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Figure 5: Cross section image of a metamaterial X-band Luneberg lens
with a measured gain of 20 dB[14].

One advantage of using metamaterials is the ability of using 2D surfaces
instead of 3D volumetric structures. This does not only save weight, but
also enables construction by widely used planar fabrication technolo-
gies, like those for printed circuit boards. These metasurfaces have a
greatmany applications, from suppressing surfacewaves [29] to creating
cloaking devices ([7], ch.6), see figure 6 and 7 for an example of the latter.

Figure 6: Image of a cloaking device designed to operate at 10GHz [28].
It is made from layering several metasurface strips around a
central cavitywherein the object to be cloaked is placed. The su-
perimposedgraph shows thepermeability,`, andpermittivity[
in different axes. Images of the shape of the structure elements
are also superimposed.
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Figure 7: Simulations of the steady state electric field through the cloak-
ing device shown in figure 6 view from the top. A) device with
ideal material properties. B) device with estimated material
properties [28].

2.2.5 Transmitarray antennas

When a planar surface is placed in front of a radiating element as a part
of an antenna structure, it is called a transmitarray9. Common in all
transmitarray designs is that it is composed of smaller elements called
unitcells, often shortened to just cells. An important point is that the kind
of surface and the kind of procedure used to design the surface differ
considerably depending on the kind of cell used, but the only difference
may be the size of the cell.

In terms of the guided wavelength _𝑔 , unitcells can be categorized in
three representative types: constrained, phase shifting, or metamaterial.

The first type falls in the constrained lens category[18]. It consists of two
radiating elements connectedby a transmission line. The incomingwave
is adsorbed by the front element, added a phase shift from the transmis-
sion line and reradiated by the back element. The theory is much the
same as with an frequency selective surface (FSS)-array, but the structure
and principle of operation is more similar to that of constrained lenses
like rectangular waveguide lenses.

9 Transmitarrays are sometimes called lens arrays or discrete lenses ([30], p.30-31). Other
authors use the more generic term phase shifting surface (PSS)[10][11] or more specific
names like filter lens array (FLA)[1]
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The second type,which is calledphase shifting cell or frequency selective
surface, have unitcell sizes up to _𝑔 /2. They are too large to be homoge-
neous and does not constitute an effective medium. Instead of using op-
tical theory, each cell ismodeled as a radiator described by S-parameters.
The resultant field after illumination is calculated by summing the fields
from all radiators by simple superposition. Synthesis of a field is done
by finding the set of 𝑆21-coefficients that give the desired field. This is
followed by finding the physical cell dimensions that correspond these
𝑆21-coefficients.

For the final type is the metamaterial unitcells. The size is of the order
of _𝑔 /10, and the incoming wave can only probe the average cell prop-
erties, making the surface appear homogeneous and act like an artificial
dielectric. When this is the case, effective medium theory can be used to
model the surface ([7], p.2). Theprocedure to design ametamaterial lens
is to utilize transformational optics theory[7]10, where a desired transfor-
mation of space is found that maps an input space – spherical wave -
to an output space – a planar wave. Maxwell’s equations are then used
to calculate the necessary permittivities and permeabilities that achieve
this transformation. Lastly, the structures of the unitcells that achieve
these properties are found [8].

2.2.5.1 Transmitarrays and Reflectarrays

The construction of a transmitarray is in many ways similar to reflectar-
rays where a planar surface replaces a conventional reflector, removing
the manufacturing complexity of a precisely curved reflector and en-
abling abilities like beam steering[22][12]. The reflectarray has several ad-
vantages. Firstly it is less affected by loss as thewaves are not transmitted
through it. Secondly, it can be made more compact as the feed illumina-
tion and reflected wave occupies the same space. Transmitarrays are on
the other hand, not affected by feed blockage like reflector based anten-
nas, and can accommodate structures like shrouds that reduce sidelobes
or constrain the antenna to a lower formfactor [13].

10 There are actually three possible methods. In order of increasing complexity and ability
to take into account anisotropy, they are: geometrical optics, quasi-conformal mapping
and transformational optics ([8], ch.1).
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2.3 TRANSMIT ARRAYS

Radiation analysis, i.e. the calculation of the farfield radiation pattern ®𝐸
of the transmitarray, is fundamental to calculate the array’s performance
andestimate the impact of errors in the structure. Throughout the follow-
ing chapters, the array theory approach is used for all radiation analyses.
Even though this approach does not model the feed and element polar-
ization like aperture field analysis ([21], p.23), it is simple to formulate
and lends itself to rapid computer program development and high com-
putational speeds.

2.3.1 Array Theory

The farfield radiation pattern of a transmitarray illuminated by a feed 𝐹 ,
is given by ([21], p.20) ([3], p.9)

®𝐸 (𝑢) =
𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

®𝐸𝐹𝑛 (𝑢) · ®𝐼𝑛 (𝑢) (12)

𝑢 = sin \ cos𝜙 x̂ + sin \ sin𝜙 ŷ + cos \ ẑ (13)

where 𝑁 is the number of unitcells, ®𝐸𝐹𝑛 is the element factor11 and ®𝐼𝑛 is
the element excitation vector function for the 𝑛th element. Both are dis-
cussed further below. Lastly, 𝑢 is the unit vector pointing in the farfield
direction, having elevation angle \ with the 𝑧 axis and azimuth angle 𝜙 .

11 The element factor is also called the element pattern function
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2.3.1.1 Element factor

The element factormodels the farfield for a single unitcell. A cosine func-
tion is normally used as an approximation [21]. When all the unitcells lie
in the same 𝑥𝑦 plane, the element factor will be equal for all 𝑛, and (12)
may be simplified to

®𝐸 (𝑢) = cos𝑞𝑓 (\ )
𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

®𝐼𝑛 (𝑢) (14)

= cos𝑞𝑓 (\ ) · ®𝐴𝐹𝑛 (15)

where ®𝐴𝐹𝑛 is the array factor. The array factor models how isotropic
point sources areoriented in space andhow they interactwith eachother.
Although this text will not explicitly use the array factor to great extent,
students familiar with array antennas or solid state theory will recognize
this expression as its basic formulation is widespread.

2.3.1.2 Element excitation vector function

The element excitation vector function ®𝐼𝑛 describes the field of element
𝑛 in the direction 𝑢 . It captures two contributions: the magnitude and
phase of the wave from the feed at element 𝑛, and the magnitude and
phase shift induced by element 𝑛. The expression of ®𝐼𝑛 is shown in equa-
tion (16):

®𝐼𝑛 (𝑢) = 𝑇𝑛 · ®𝐷𝑛 (𝑢) (16)
𝑇𝑛 = 𝐼 𝑓 ,𝑛 · 𝑆11,𝑛 (17)

®𝐷𝑛 (𝑢) = 𝑒 𝑗 𝛽 (®𝑟𝑛𝑢𝑇 ) (18)

where𝑇𝑛 is a complex taper term consisting of 𝐼 𝑓 ,𝑛 , the feed excitation for
element 𝑛, and 𝑆11,𝑛 , the magnitude and phase shift of element 𝑛. The
second is the directional term, ®𝐷𝑛 , which is calculated from ®𝑟𝑛 , the vector
pointing from the center of the surface to element 𝑛, and the previously
defined 𝑢 .
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2.3.1.3 Feed Excitation Function

The feed excitation is given by (19):

𝐼 𝑓 ,𝑛 = 𝛼𝑛𝑒
−𝑗Ψ𝑛 (19)

𝛼𝑛 =
|𝐹𝑛 |®𝑟𝑛 − ®𝑟𝑓

 (20)

Ψ𝑛 = 𝛽
®𝑟𝑛 − ®𝑟𝑓

 + 𝜙𝑜 . (21)

Here, 𝛼𝑛 is the magnitude of the feed illumination for element 𝑛, and
Ψ𝑛 is the phase of this illumination. The magnitude 𝛼𝑛 consists a vector
pointing from the feed to the𝑛th element, ®𝑟𝑓 , and the feed pattern in that
direction at a distance of 1m, 𝐹𝑛 . The phase term, Ψ𝑛 , is calculated from
the distance between the feed and the 𝑛th element,

®𝑟𝑛 − ®𝑟𝑓
, in addition

to a phase offset, 𝜙𝑜 .

The feed illumination is modeled by the farfield radiation pattern of the
feed at a distance of 1m. This 1m normalization enables power calcula-
tions to be performed. The symbol for the value of the radiation pattern
indirection (

\ 𝑓 ,𝜙 𝑓
) is𝐹 (

\ 𝑓 ,𝜙 𝑓
) , where the superscripts denote the feed’s

local coordinate system.

To allow for feed placement error analysis, the feed is rotated about all
three axes. This rotation is represented by the rotationmatrix 𝑅 𝑓 . Its def-
inition and decomposition into individual rotationmatrices are given in
equation (22):

R = R𝑧R𝑦R𝑥 (22)

R𝑥 =

©«
1 0 0
0 cos

(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑥

)
− sin

(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑥

)
0 sin

(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑥

)
cos

(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑥

) ª®®®®¬
(23)

R𝑦 =

©«
cos

(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑦

)
0 sin

(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑦

)
0 1 0

− sin
(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑦

)
0 cos

(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑦

)ª®®®®¬
(24)

R𝑧 =

©«
cos

(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑧

)
− sin

(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑧

)
0

sin
(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑧

)
cos

(
𝜌
𝑓
𝑧

)
0

0 0 1

ª®®®®¬
(25)

where 𝜌 𝑓 is the rotation angle about the given axis in the feed’s local
coordinate system.
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The resulting expression of the radiation pattern of the feed in the direc-
tion of the 𝑛th element, 𝐹𝑛 , is calculated by simple coordinate transform:

®𝑟 𝑓𝑛 = R
(
®𝑟𝑇𝑛 − ®𝐶𝑇

)
(26)

=

(
𝑟
𝑓
𝑛,𝑥 , 𝑟 𝑓𝑛,𝑦 , 𝑟 𝑓𝑛,𝑧

)
(27)

\
𝑓
𝑛 = acos 𝑟

𝑓
𝑛,𝑥®𝑟 𝑓𝑛  (28)

𝜙
𝑓
𝑛 = acos 𝑟

𝑓
𝑥®𝑟 𝑓𝑛  (29)

𝐹𝑛 = 𝐹
(
\
𝑓
𝑛 ,𝜙 𝑓

𝑛

)
(30)

where ®𝐶 is the position vector of the origin of the feed.

2.3.2 The Phase Distribution

The phase distribution12 is the set of individual phases for each unitcell.
It constitutes the phase of the 𝑆21,𝑛 parameter in the complex taper func-
tion given in (17).

The phase distribution can be found by two methods. The first is to use
array antenna theory to find the progressive phase distribution the cre-
ates abeam ina givendirection andaccount for thenecessaryphase shift
from the feed such that the beam become collimated[12]. This method
will be termed the progressive phase method and is detailed below. The
secondphasedistributionmethod is to usenumerical optimization tech-
niques to find the distribution that gives the desired farfield pattern. This
thesis uses particle swarmoptimization for the latter, as described in Sec-
tion 2.5.

The decision to use either method depends on many factors. Firstly, the
progressive phase method is extremely quick as the expression is easy
to evaluate. This is in stark contrast to numerical techniques which nor-
mally require considerable time before a decent solution is found. Sec-
ondly, numerical techniques can approximate any farfield pattern and
therefore be used to create lenses that correct the farfield of any antenna.

12 The phase distribution is also called the phase-shift distribution[12]
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2.3.2.1 The Progressive Phase Method

The progressive phase method is based on the phased array expres-
sion [12] for steering a beam in direction 𝑟𝑜 :

𝜓𝑛 = 𝛽 ®𝑟𝑛 · 𝑟𝑜 +𝜓0, (31)

where 𝜓𝑛 = ∠𝑆21,𝑛 is the phase shift of the 𝑛th element, 𝛽 = Re{𝑘 } is
the real part of the wavenumber, and 𝜓0 is a constant phase offset. This
constant offset can be used to minimize loss when the unitcells are non-
ideal as described in Section 3.4.

The expression is expanded to account for the phase delay from the feed,
given as the distance from the feed to the 𝑛th element, 𝑅𝑛[3]:

𝜓𝑛 = 𝛽
(
𝑅𝑛 − ®𝑟𝑛 · 𝑟𝑜

)
+𝜓0 (32)

𝑅𝑛 =
®𝑟𝑛 − ®𝑟𝑓

. (33)

The main lobe is broadside when ®𝑟𝑖 · 𝑟𝑜 = 0, and (32) gives the phase
distribution that collimate the spherical wave from the feed.

2.3.3 Overall Performance

There are two performance measures that is used to evaluate possible
transmitarray designs: directivity and spillover efficiency. The former is
identical to the definition given in (5), and the latter is a measure of how
much power the surface intercepts from the feed. Both are used to deter-
mine the diameter of the array and the focus distance.

2.3.3.1 Directivity

There is no analytical expression for the directivity of transmitarray
antennas. Instead, numerical methods are used. Two such methods
are used here13 and both are described in existing literature [9]. These
are respectively called the numerical integration method and the Bessel
method.

13 Two methods are used to validate the accuracy of each other. A third numerical tech-
nique called the aperture efficiency method was also implemented and tested, but was
consistently 3 dB higher than the other twomethods and therefore abandoned.
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The numerical integrationmethod is the direct conversion of the expres-
sion in (5), iterated below in (34)-(35):

𝐷0 =
𝑈max
𝑈0

= 4𝜋𝑈max
𝑃rad

(34)

= 4𝜋 |𝐸 (\0,𝜙0) |2∫ 2𝜋
0

∫ 𝜋

0 |𝐸 (\ ,𝜙) |2 sin \ d\ d𝜙
, (35)

into discrete form:

𝐷0 = 4𝜋
|𝐸 (\0,𝜙0) |2∑𝑁\

∑𝑁𝜙 |𝐸 (\ ,𝜙) |2 sin \ Δ\Δ𝜙
(36)

where Δ\ ,Δ𝜙 are the step sizes, and 𝑁\ ,𝑁𝜙 are the number of steps.
As like other numerical methods, the result becomes more accurate for
smaller step sizes, but takes more computational time.

The Bessel method is derived by rewriting the denominator of (34) in
terms of Bessel functions such that the dependence of angular steps,
Δ\ ,Δ𝜙 , disappear. This method is considerably faster to compute, but
assumes that the elements are perfectly isotropic.

As thederivation is somewhat tediousand is found inother sources [9] [3],
only the final expression is given here:

𝐷0 =
|𝐸 (\0,𝜙0) |2∑𝑁

𝑖=1
∑𝑁

𝑗=1𝑇𝑖𝑇
∗
𝑗
sinc 𝑘𝜌

(37)

𝑘 =
2𝜋
_

𝜌 =
®𝑟𝑖 − ®𝑟𝑗

 (38)

sinc 𝑥 =
sin 𝑥
𝑥

, (39)

where 𝑁 is the number of elements, 𝑇𝑛 is the complex taper function
defined in (17), ∗ is the complex conjugate, 𝑘 is the wavenumber, and 𝜌

is the distance between two elements with their position vector ®𝑟𝑛 .
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2.3.3.2 Spillover Efficiency

Spillover efficiency [𝑠 is defined as the ratio of power intercepted by the
transmitarray to the total power emitted from the feed [33]:

[𝑠 =

∫
𝜎
®𝑆 d𝑆∫

Σ
®𝑆 d𝑆

(40)

where ®𝑆 is the Poynting’s vector as defined in (11), Σ is a surface enclosing
the feed, and 𝜎 is the portion of Σ that illuminates the array.

In this text, the numerator of (40) is found by projecting the area of each
unitcell onto the local coordinate systemof the feed andmultiplying this
area by the power density at the center of the cell:

∫
𝜎

®𝑆 d𝑆 ≈
𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

𝐴prj,𝑛 · 𝑃𝐷 ,𝑛 (41)

where 𝐴prj,𝑛 is the projected area of element 𝑛 and 𝑃𝐷 ,𝑛 is the power den-
sity at the center of that cell.

This approach has the advantage of being applicable to all feed orienta-
tions and possible arrangements of unit cells, but at the cost of not being
an analytical expression like those used in literature [9].

The projected area𝐴𝑛 is found in three steps. First, the four corners of the
unitcell are translated into the feed’s coordinate system by coordinate
transform. Then, these corner vectors are projected onto the feed vector
®𝑟𝑓 ,𝑛 . Lastly, Heron’s formula14 is used to calculate the area of the triangles
made by the projected corner points15.

14 Formula for finding the area of a triangle if all three sides are known.
15 Heron’s formula for triangles is used insteadof Bretschneider’s formula for quadrilaterals

since the latter requires more information than just side lengths.
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2.3.4 Feed Antenna

The feed antenna illuminates the transmitarray surface. Even though
any antenna may be used, this thesis will only use an horn antenna for
illumination. This is a widely used type of antenna which may be found
in ordinary satellite dishes to microwave calibration equipment. Its ver-
satility stems from large gain, very high efficiency and simple construc-
tion ([4], ch.13).

A horn antenna is fundamentally a hollow rectangular or elliptical pipe
that flares out, see Figure 8. In short, the flare function as a gradual
transition and impedancematching of thewaves propagatingwithin the
waveguide into free space.

 

Figure 8: Illustrationof a horn antenna in cross section(top) andperspec-
tive (bottom). The protrusion in the rear is the coaxial to waveg-
uide transition. The waveguidemates with the flare of the horn
which gradually expands to a wider opening.

As the feed is not central to this thesis, only a qualitative description
of the effect of the flaring is considered necessary. Central in this de-
scription is the phase error. Since the wave expanding from the throat
is spherical, there is a difference in phase at the horn’s mouth between
the center point and at the walls. Increasing this error decreases the gain
of the horn.
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Two parameters affect the phase error and are thus essential for the horn
antenna: the flare angle between the walls and the center axis, and the
length of the horn. In general, high gain is achieved the transition be-
tween the waveguide to free space is gradual. I.e. when the flare angle
is shallow and the horn is long relative to the wavelength. But since in-
creasing either the flare angle or the length increases the physical size
of the antenna, there are inherent design tradeoffs that are filled by the
numerous available horn antennas on the market.
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2.4 EBG AND UNIT CELLS

Periodic structureswith that isdesigned tomodify electromagneticwaves
passing through them are broadly named electromagnetic band gap
structures [32]. The dimensions of the periodic elements, the unitcell,
are on the order of _/2, in contrast to � _/2 for metamaterials who
often have similar or identical unitcells. Depending on the application,
there is many different types of EBGs that goes under different terms, like
photonic band gap (PBG) and FSS [32]. In this text, the general term EBG
are used unless otherwise is noted.

This section aims to provide an overview of EBG. It is a wide topic, but
it is attempted to give the necessary theory for a graduate student who
isn’t familiar with the material. It begins with a description of the basic
EM properties that pertain to EBGs, followed by the working principle of
an EBG material. The distinction between a metamaterial and an EBG
material is then discussed. he section is concluded by an overview of the
different flavors of unit cells.

It is stressed thatmuchof the following text is reprinted from the author’s
previous work in the Autumn of 2020 [15].

2.4.1 Electromagnetic Wave Parameters

To introduce essential parameters, one may begin with the phasor form
of the time-harmonic source free Maxwell’s equations, given in equa-
tion (42) to (45),

∇× ®𝐻 = 𝑗𝜔𝜖 ®𝐸 (42)
∇× ®𝐸 = −𝑗𝜔` ®𝐻 (43)
∇ · ®𝐸 = 0 (44)
∇ · ®𝐻 = 0, (45)

where 𝜔 = 2𝜋 𝑓 is the angular frequency of the wave, 𝑗 is the imaginary
unit.
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By combining these equations, we obtain the second order partial dif-
ferential wave equations for the electric and magnetic fields, called the
homogeneous vector Helmholtz’s equations [6]:

∇2 ®𝐸 + 𝑘2 ®𝐸 = 0 (46)
∇2 ®𝐻 + 𝑘2 ®𝐻 = 0 (47)

where
𝑘 = 𝜔

√
`𝜖 (48)

is the wavenumber. This is a central parameter describing the spatial
variation of the wave.

Generally, the wavenumber 𝑘 is complex. The real part is related to the
wavelength,

Re{𝑘 } = 2𝜋
_
, (49)

while the imaginary part describes the attenuation. These are called the
phase and attenuation constant, respectively, often written as 𝛽 and
𝛼, giving 𝑘 = 𝛽 − 𝑗𝛼 16. Moreover, when dealing with volumes, three
wavenumbers are necessary and they form a vector of three elements, ®𝑘 ,
describing EMpropagation in all three dimensions. A singularwavenum-
ber is in this case defined as

��� ®𝑘 ���.
The wavenumber is strongly tied to the phase velocity

𝑣𝑝 =
𝜔

𝛽
. (50)

This is the speed at which a point of constant phase is propagating with
respect to time.

The phase velocity is furthermore related to the group velocity,

𝑣𝑔 =

(
𝜕𝛽

𝜕𝜔

)−1
. (51)

This is the speed of energy transfer and is what one generally associates
with the speed of a wave. It cannot be greater than the speed of light,
though the phase velocity may be17.

16 Some authors use instead of phase constant for 𝛽, but in this text the term propagation
constant is reserved for𝛾 , 𝛼 + 𝑗 𝛽 in accordance with transmission line theory.

17 Faster than light𝑣𝑝 maybe illustrated by standing parallel to a shore andwatchingwaves
hitting the shoreline. If thewavefront is following the shore near orthogonally, it will look
like thewave is traveling up towards youquite slowly. As the angle between thewavefront
and shore increases, the apparent wave will travel towards you faster and faster until the
wavefront becomes parallel with the shore. At this point, thewhole wavefront will hit the
shoreline at the same time, corresponding to infinite𝑣𝑝 - Thephase only varieswith time,
not with space [31]. In all cases 𝑣𝑔 was constant.
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The solution to theHelmholtz’s equations is a sumof exponentials in the
general case, but only a single exponential if the wave is propagating in
source free homogeneous media.

In the simplest case of a plane wave propagating in the 𝑧-direction, the
electric field is described by

®𝐸 = 𝐸𝑥 (𝑧 , 𝑡 ) ẑ
𝐸𝑥 (𝑧 , 𝑡 ) = Re

{
𝐸0𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝑧𝑒 𝑗𝜔𝑡

}
= Re

{
𝐸0𝑒−𝛼𝑧𝑒−𝑗 𝛽𝑧𝑒 𝑗𝜔𝑡

}
= Re

{
𝐸0𝑒−𝛼𝑧𝑒−𝑗

2𝜋
_ 𝑧𝑒 𝑗𝜔𝑡

}
= 𝐸0𝑒−𝛼𝑧 cos

(
2𝜋

[
𝑓 𝑡 − 1

_
𝑧

] )
. (52)

2.4.1.1 Dispersion

Loss and frequency dependent permittivity and permeability cause the
wavenumber 𝑘 to be complex and a nonlinearly function of frequency,
called dispersion relations. The name comes from the fact that nonlin-
earity in 𝑘 (𝜔) leads to different group velocities for different 𝜔, as can be
shown from (51). A narrow wave packet entering a dispersive media will
be smothered out as it travels through it, i.e. dispersed. 𝜖 (𝜔) is ordinarily
much more dominant than `(𝜔) and have gotten the special the name
the dielectric function.

Dispersion diagrams is a useful tool for visualizing the relation between
𝑘 and 𝜔. The primary axis is 𝑘 – or 𝛽 if the wavenumber is complex –
and the secondary axis is𝜔, see figure 9 where the dispersion relation for
ionized gas is plotted.
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Figure 9: Illustration of dispersion diagram for a radio wave propagating
through an ionized gas. The dashed diagonal line is the linear
light line that waves in free space follows. Waves that character-
ized as curves above the light line are called fastwaves, as in this
case. Otherwise, they are called slow waves and are normally
bound in a structure. The slope through any point 𝑃 on the
dispersion curve and its derivative gives the phase and group
velocity, respectively. The 𝜔𝑝 point in the figure is called the
plasmonic frequency and are characteristic of fast waves. The
figure is based on ([6], p.377)
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2.4.2 Periodicity and Band Gaps

In the discussion of metamaterials and electromagnetic band gap, pe-
riodicity is a central aspect. For EBGs, phenomena caused by periodic-
ity are the main effects that are engineered and utilized. The theory of
periodic structures is emphasized in this section because it is central to
calculating thebehavior of the EBGmaterial. This stems from the fact that
periodicity creates boundary conditions of Maxwell’s Equations around
a single unit cell, enabling the behavior of the whole EBG structure be
found with only one unit cell.

Webegin the discussion by creating the link betweenperiodicity in space
with periodicity in wavevector ®𝑘 . Consider a 1D periodic structure, as
illustrated in figure 10.

Figure 10: Illustration of a 1D periodic structure with periodicity 𝑝 to-
gether with a propagating wave 𝜓 at two points. In contrast
to the text, this figure uses 𝑝 instead of 𝑎 for the period, and
𝑧 instead of 𝑥 for the position. Reproduced from ([5] p.106)

Assume that 𝜓 (𝑥) is a propagating wave of arbitrary shape at point 𝑥 in
a loss-free 𝑎-periodic structure. It will differ from another point 𝑎 away
– 𝜓 (𝑥 + 𝑎) – only by a complex constant 𝐶 = 𝑒 𝑗𝑘 ·𝑎 as only the phase has
evolved. We can write this mathematically as

𝜓 (𝑥 + 𝑎)
𝜓 (𝑥) =

𝜓 (𝑥 + 2𝑎)
𝜓 (𝑥 + 𝑎) =

𝜓 (𝑥 + 𝑛𝑎)
𝜓 (𝑥 + (𝑛 − 1)𝑎) = 𝐶 for all 𝑛. (53)

Somemanipulation yields the relation ([5], p.106)

𝜓 (𝑥) = 𝜓 (𝑥 + 𝑛 · 𝑎)𝑒 𝑗𝑘𝑛𝑎 . (54)
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If multiplied by 𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝑥 , it gives a new, periodic function

b (𝑥) = 𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝑥𝜓 (𝑥), (55)

for any wavenumber 𝑘 . Since it is periodic with 𝑎 , we can express it by a
Fourier series with Fourier expansion coefficients

b𝑘𝑛 =
1
2𝜋

∫ 𝜋

−𝜋
b𝑘𝑛(𝑥)𝑒−𝑗 (2𝜋𝑛/𝑎)𝑥 d𝑥 , (56)

assuming that the structure is infinite. This gives the Fourier expression
for b(𝑥)

b (𝑥) = 𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝑥𝜓 (𝑥)

=

∞∑︁
𝑛=−∞

b𝑘𝑛𝑒
𝑗 (2𝜋𝑛/𝑎)𝑥 . (57)

Solving for our wave function𝜓 (𝑥)

𝜓 (𝑥) = b (𝑥)
𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝑥

=

∞∑︁
𝑛=−∞

b𝑘𝑛𝑒
𝑗 (𝑘+2𝜋𝑛/𝑎)𝑥

=

∞∑︁
𝑛=−∞

b𝑘𝑛𝑒
𝑗𝑘𝑛𝑥 , (58)

gives a central result: in any 𝑎-periodic system, thewavenumber𝑘 is also
periodic with 2𝜋/𝑎 , 𝑘𝑛 = 𝑘 + 2𝜋

𝑎
𝑛.

The wave function in expression (55) above, more commonly written
as 𝜓 (𝑥) = 𝑒 𝑗𝑘𝑥b(𝑥), is called a Bloch function in solid state physics. It
describes that a wave propagating through a periodic structure may be
represented as aplanewave 𝑒 𝑗𝑘𝑥 modulatedby aperiodic lattice function
b(𝑥). Each 𝜓 (𝑥) is called a Bloch wave and is an energy eigenstate of the
lattice system [5].
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2.4.2.1 Bloch Floquet’s Theorem and its Use in Full Wave Simulations

In the more general case, the wave may travel in either 𝑥 or −𝑥 direction.
The wave function (58) then becomes

𝜓𝑘 (𝑥) =
∞∑︁

𝑛=−∞
b+𝑘𝑛𝑒

𝑗𝑘𝑛𝑥 +
∞∑︁

𝑛=−∞
b−𝑘𝑛𝑒

−𝑗𝑘𝑛𝑥 (59)

and is called the Bloch-Floquet’s theorem [5]. A wave in a periodic struc-
ture is therefore a superposition of an infinite number of plane waves
𝑒 𝑗𝑘𝑛𝑥 , called space harmonics. The wave for which 𝑛 = 0, 𝑘0 = 𝑘 , is called
the fundamental, while waves with 𝑛 < 0 and 𝑛 > 0 are called negative
and positive space harmonics, respectively ([5], p.107). A consequence of
the Bloch-Floquet’s theorem is that no single space harmonic fulfills the
boundary conditions on its own, only the sumdoes ([32], p. 67). This sum
of any given 𝑘 is calledmode.

The Bloch-Floquet’s theorem is utilized when numerical computer sim-
ulations are used to calculate the behavior of an EBG. In such electro-
magnetic (EM) calculations called fullwave simulations, the lateral edges18
are set to be Floquet boundaries, analogous to placing the unit cell within
a figurative hall of mirrors. See Figure 11 below for an illustration.

18 The top and bottom edges of the unitcell is normally set to be free space via a perfect
magnetic conductor (PMC)
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Figure 11: Illustration of simulation setup of a unit cell with Floquet
boundary condition. The unitcell depicted is a so calledmush-
room cell, consisting of a metal patch connected to a ground
planewith a via. It is shown in top-downandprofile viewon the
inset on the right. A source plane excites plane waves towards
the unit cell and a observation plane records the magnitude
and phase of the reflected wave. Reproduced from ([32] p.8)

2.4.2.2 Local Periodic Approximation

The periodic analysis above assumes an infinite number cells in each
direction, giving rise to the legitimate question if the theory still holds
forfinite arrays. Aswithother Fourier relationships, going fromsumming
over an infinite number of elements to only a finite number doesnot ruin
the effect. Rather, the previous definite points of 𝑘 gets smeared out and
broaden, lessening the effect.

This thesis, as with most other articles on transmitarrays, assumes that
the local periodic approximation is true. This says that a single unitcell
has the same properties as it would have in an infinite array. Time did
unfortunately not permit to investigate how valid this approximation is.
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2.4.3 Limit on Layers

There is an theoretical upper limit the maximum phase shift that can
be achieved by a single transmitarray layer regardless of the element
shape [2]. Most transmitarray designs therefore use multi layered unit
cells, M-FSS, to get both high phase shift range and low loss. A brief sum-
mary of this theory is given here, but a full derivation is given in A.

Four assumptions are used to model an ideal single layer unit cell. The
three first ones are: the 𝑆-matrix is symmetrical, reciprocal and loss-
less[2]. These assumptions results in the following relations:

𝑆11 = 𝑆22 𝑆21 = 𝑆21 (60)
|𝑆11 |2 + |𝑆11 |2 = 1 |𝑆11 |2 + |𝑆11 |2 = 1 (61)

𝑆11𝑆∗
12 + 𝑆21𝑆

∗
22 = 0. (62)

The fourth assumption is that the higher order harmonics are negligi-
ble[2]. This gives the relation:

𝑆21 = 1 + 𝑆11. (63)

Combining these equations gives the expression for 𝑆21:

𝑆21 = cos(∠𝑆21)𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆21 . (64)

The relation in (64) canbe visualizedbyplotting the scatteringparameter
𝑆21 in a polar diagram, see Figure 12. Other unitcells will also be plotted
in this manner in the rest of this thesis.
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Figure 12: Polar plot of the scattering parameter 𝑆21 for an ideal single
layer unitcell showing the maximum theoretical performance.
The unitcell consists of only a metal layer without a substrate.
The 𝑆21 curve is the thick colored curve where each color cor-
responds to a ∠𝑆21. The red and and green curves show the
−1 dB and −3 dB magnitude limits. It is apparent that a single
unitcells layer is only capable of covering a phase range of 54◦
when using the −1 dB loss limit. The plot’s magnitude scale is
linear.

It emphasized that the equation in (64) is independent of element shape,
and thephase range illustratedbyFigure 12 is themaximumrangeachiev-
able. In order to cover a higher phase range,multiple layersmust be used.

The theoretical analysis of the transmission coefficient ofmultiple layers
is achieved by cascading the S-matrices for the individual layers. The
expressions[2] for cascading two S-matrices 𝑎 ,𝑏 are:

𝑆11 =
𝑆𝑏11𝑆

𝑎
12𝑆

𝑎
21

1 − 𝑆𝑏11𝑆
𝑎
22

+ 𝑆𝑎
11 (65)

𝑆12 = 𝑆21 =
𝑆𝑎
21𝑆

𝑏
21

1 − 𝑆𝑏11𝑆
𝑎
22

(66)

𝑆22 =
𝑆𝑎
22𝑆

𝑏
21𝑆

𝑏
12

1 − 𝑆𝑏11𝑆
𝑎
22

+ 𝑆𝑏22 (67)
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Between each of the metal layers of the unitcell, there are one or more
substrates. These are alsomodeledwith scatteringsmatrices and are cas-
caded with the other S-matrices of the unitcell’s layers. The expression
for lossless substrates of thickness 𝑡𝑠 and relative permittivity 𝜖𝑠 is:

𝑆11 = 𝑆22 = Γ
1 − 𝑒−𝑗2𝛽𝑡𝑠

1 − Γ2𝑒−𝑗2𝛽𝑡𝑠
(68)

𝑆21 = 𝑆21 =
(
1 − Γ2

) 𝑒−𝑗 𝛽𝑡𝑠

1 − Γ2𝑒−𝑗2𝛽𝑡𝑠
(69)

Γ =
1 −√

𝜖𝑠

1 + √
𝜖𝑠

(70)

𝛽 =
2𝜋√𝜖𝑠

_
(71)

where Γ holds for normal wave incidence.

It is convenient to combine 𝛽 and 𝑡𝑠 into a single number 𝛽 · 𝑡𝑠 . This is the
phase shift that the wave gets after propagating through the substrate.
Adding a substrate of 𝛽𝑡𝑠 on a unitcell layer has one readily apparent
effect of rotating the 𝑆21 curve by 𝛽𝑡 ◦𝑠 .

Figure 13 shows four different unitcells with increasing number of layers.
Each metal layer is identical, and there is a lossless substrate with 𝛽𝑡𝑠 =

90◦ between each metal layer.

Three important points are shown by Figure 13 below. Firstly, only the
four layer unit cell is capable of achieving 360◦ phase range under the
condition |𝑆21 | > −1dB. Secondly, the three layer unit cell maintain
𝑆21 > −3dB for the whole 360◦ and almost does the same for 𝑆21 > −1dB,
except for a small region. Lastly, under the condition of using a lossless
substrate, the magnitude of 𝑆21 increases for increasing number of unit-
cells.More layers than 4 can therefore be used to create arrays with lower
loss.
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Figure 13: Polar plot of 𝑆21 for identical unitcells with (a) one, (b) two, (c)
three and (d) four layers. All except the single layer unit cell
have a lossless substrate between each metal layer with 𝜖𝑠 = 1.
These transmission coefficients are ideal and independent of
element shape. It does not, however, show the maximum pos-
sible phase range since wider phase ranges can be achieved at
the cost of decreased |𝑆21 |.
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Table 2 below summarizes the achievable phase ranges using identical
unitcells for a given |𝑆21 | limit.

Table 1: Acheivable phase ranges for unitcells with 1 to 4 identical layers
when 𝛽𝑡𝑠 = 90◦ for a |𝑆21 | limit of −1 dB and −3 dB.

Number of Layers Phase Range
−1 dB −3 dB

1 74◦ 119◦

2 157◦ 221◦

3 293◦ 360◦

4 360◦ 360◦

Next, the effect of varying the substrate’s electrical length 𝛽𝑡𝑠 is studied.
The case of single and dual layer unitcell is used as representative cases.
Their transmission coefficient is simulated for 𝛽𝑡𝑠 ∈ [10◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦],
see Figure 14 below. It is clear that 𝛽𝑡𝑠 ≠ 90◦ leads to a wider achievable
phase range, but at a cost of decreased |𝑆21 |.
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Figure 14: Polar plot of 𝑆21 for identical unitcells with electrical length 𝛽𝑡𝑠
equal to 10◦ 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦. All have lossless substrates and
𝜖𝑠 = 1. As the caseof10◦makes apparent, the effect of changing
𝛽𝑡𝑠 rotates the circles in opposite directions. This leads to a
wider phase coverage, but with less uniform |𝑆21 |. It is noted
that angles higher than 90◦ are not plotted since the response
is symmetrical around 90◦ for the case of ideal unitcells. I.e. the
case of 170◦ is identical to 10◦.
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Finally, the effect of 𝜖𝑠 is studied. In Figure 15, 𝜖𝑠 is varied while the elec-
trical length of the substrate is kept constant. It shows that increasing
the relative permittivity has two effects: squishing of the magnitude of
the curves caused by increasing the reflection coefficient Γ through (70);
and slightly increased phase coverage.
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Figure 15: Polar plot of 𝑆21 for identical unitcells with varying substrate
permittivity and constant electrical length.
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2.5 PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a modern numerical optimization
technique based on the group behavior of organisms like a flock of birds
or a swarm of ants. It aims to replicate the way these biological swarms
search their environment to reach near optimum foraging behavior. In
contrast to other numerical optimization techniques, the PSO algorithm
depends only on the function values themselves and not their deriva-
tives.

The algorithm is centered around a collection of points in the design
space, ®𝑋 , called particles. Each particle has two parameters: a position
and a velocity. They wander around in the design space, evaluate an
objective function 𝑓

(
®𝑋
)
and record their best position. This position is

shared with the swarm and every particle adjusts their position and ve-
locity accordingly.

The behavior of the swarm is based on three factors[25]:

1. Cohesions – stick together.

2. Separation – don’t come too close.

3. Alignment – follow the general heading of the flock.

2.5.1 Functional Description

Maximize the objective function 𝑓
(
®𝑋
)
subject to

®𝑋 (𝑙 ) ≤ ®𝑋 ≤ ®𝑋 (𝑢)

where ®𝑋 (𝑙 ) , ®𝑋 (𝑢) is the lower and upper bound, respectively.

1. Assume a swarm size of𝑁 u 20 to 30.

2. Generate an initial population randomly. Let the 𝑗 th particle posi-
tion be ®𝑥𝑗 (𝑖 ) for iteration 𝑖 . All velocities are assumed to be initially
zero.

3. Evaluate the objective function for each particle.
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4. In the 𝑖 th iteration, find the following two important parameters
used by a typical particle 𝑗 :

a) The historical best value ®𝑥𝑗 , denoted as ®𝑃best,𝑗 .

b) Find the velocity as follows:

®𝑉𝑗 (𝑖 ) = ®𝑉𝑗 (𝑖 − 1)
+ 𝑐1𝑟1

[
®𝑃best,𝑗 − ®𝑋 𝑗 (𝑖 − 1)

]
+ 𝑐2𝑟2

[
®𝐺best,𝑗 − ®𝑋 𝑗 (𝑖 − 1)

]
, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . ,𝑁

where 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are the individual and group learning rates.
They denote the relative importance of position of the particle
relative to the position of the swarm. The parameters 𝑟1 and 𝑟2
are uniformly distributed random numbers in the range 0 to
1.

𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are assumed to be 2 so that 𝑐𝑟 ensure that the parti-
cles overly the target about half the time

c) Find the position or coordinate of the 𝑗 particle in the 𝑖 th iter-
ation as

®𝑋 𝑗 (𝑖 ) = ®𝑋 𝑗 (𝑖 − 1) + ®𝑉𝑗

d) Evaluate the objective function

5. Check the convergenceof the current solution. If thepositionsof all
particles converge to the same set of values, themethod is assumed
to have converged.

If the convergence criterion is not satisfied, goto step 4.



3
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

Four design elements is central to the design of the transmitarray and
thesewill be discussed in this chapter. These are: the feed antenna (p. 39),
the surface layout (p. 43), the unitcell selection (p. 47), and the phase
distribution of the array (p. 54). In addition, a final section (p. 62) shows
the physical construction of resulting transmitarray.

3.1 FEED

3.1.1 Feed Selection

The choice of what type of antenna that should be used to illuminate
the transmitarray would in practice be determined by the overall system
requirements. As the goal of this thesis is to evaluate the lens surface
itself rather than aiming at any specific real world application, the feed is
chosen to be a horn antenna. This type of antenna is easy to set up, has
a low sidelobe levels and exhibit low cross-polarization levels. A closer
description of this type of antenna is given in Section 2.3.4 in the Theory
chapter.

The center frequency of the system, and therefore the frequency of the
feed, is chosen on the basis of two criteria: maximizing the directivity of
the array and the availability of suitable horn antennas in the inventory.
The first criterion necessitates/prefer/suggests/advocate high frequen-
cies1 since the number of _/2 unitcells inside a given area increases and
maximum directivity is proportional with the number of unitcells.

The selected feed is a Sivers 8GHz to 12.4 GHzHorn having a flare length
of 131mm and an aperture of 50mm × 73.6mm, see Figure 16 and Fig-
ure 17. Thiswas the smallest available horn in the 10Ghz region,meaning
that the farfield distance, and therefore the shortest focus distance, is
shorter.

1 Higher frequencies does also increase losses in the substrates, but this factor was chal-
lenging to account for as no material data was available for the GHz-range for the FR4-
substrates in question.

39
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(a) (b)

Figure 16: Front (a) and bottom (b) view of a 3D model of the selected
horn antenna that is used as a feed to the transmitarray. The
model was created by taking measurements of the physical
horn and was not supplied by the horn manufacturer. Also
seen in these images is the gray coaxial-to-waveguide transi-
tion.

Figure 17: Technical drawing of the feed horn depicted in Figure 16 with
all measurements in millimeters.
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3.1.2 Feed Characterization

The feed horn is drawn in CAD2 and simulated in EM-software3 in order
to characterize it. Of interest is the position of the phase center and the
radiationpattern. The former is used to set the focusdistance, and the lat-
ter is imported into the transmitarray design program. These are shown
in Figure 18 and 19, respectively.

Figure 18: View of the horn structure used in EM-simulation and simu-
lation result at 12 GHz. The colorful protrusion is the farfield
power pattern centered at the phase center, which is the flat
red arcs. The horn structure is shown as transparent with the
coaxial transition to the rear. The structure is somewhat differ-
ent from that shown in Figure 16 as only the inner surface is
used in the simulation.

2 Computer Aided Design. Generic term for 3Dmodeling software.
3 CST Studio
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Figure 19: Polar plot of the farfield pattern of the horn antenna with a
constant 𝜙 = 0 at 12 GHz. It shows a broadmain lobe that has a
3 dB width of 23.9◦ with a maximum directivity of 17.3 dBi. The
simulation result has a pronounced backlobe which is partly
due to the structure being simulated as an infinitesimal thin
surface with perfect conductivity, leading to of the excessive
current flow on the outside of the horn.
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3.2 SURFACE

There are three parameters that needs to bedefined for the transmitarray.
They are: the overall shape, the diameter and the focus distance. The
overall shape could in theory be arbitrary as long as the periodic approxi-
mation is satisfied. Since a circular perimeter is uncomplicated to design
and the farfield of the feed is approximately circular, this shape is chosen
for the design in this text. An example of such a circular layout is shown
in Figure 20.
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Layout of Unitcells for a Radius of 10 Cells

Figure 20: Layout of unit cells in a circular pattern. The diameter of the
surface is 20 unitcells, each having a side length of 13mm.
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3.2.1 Focus Distance

The driving guideline for choosing the focus distance for this thesis is
achieving a compact antenna design. This corresponds to a short focus
distance. The limiting factor for how short this distance canbe is twofold:
placing the lens outside of the nearfield and avoiding coupling effects
between the horn and array surface. It was chosen to be 400mm.

The farfield distance is first estimated based on the horn aperture and
then checkedwith simulation software. An approximate farfield distance
is calculated to be 430mm from equation (4) with a aperture opening of
73.6mm at 12GHz. As the transition from nearfield to farfield is gradual,
an EM-simulation software4 is used to calculate the magnitude of the
radial component at 300mmand400mm.Thesewere found tobe−25 dB
and −30 dB respectively.

The possible coupling effects are harder to estimate because the reflec-
tion from the transmitarray are unknown at this stage and full system
simulations takes a long time. The latter could be used to estimate the
effects of different possible reflection values for the surface and judged
whether these effects were substantial or not. Instead, the farfield dis-
tance is used as the limiting factor and the focus distance set at 400mm.

3.2.2 Surface Diameter

The transmitarray will be more directive and capture a larger portion of
the energy from the feed as the diameter increases. At the same time,
one would want to keep the lens as small as possible from a practical
standpoint. To determine a possible optimum diameter, a transmitarray
with ideal elements is simulated5 while its size is adjusted. The result is
seen in figures Figure 21, Figure 22 and Figure 23.

4 CST Studio
5 The transmitarray was illuminated with field from the simulated horn feed from Sec-
tion 3.1.
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Figure 21: Plot of directivity of the transmitarray at a focus distance
of 400mm for increasing transmitarray radius. The unitcells
are modeled as ideal, and the simulated feed radiation pat-
tern is used. The results from two different numerical meth-
ods, numerical integration and theBesselmethoddescribed
in Section 2.3, are shown together.

Figure 22: Plot of the half power beam width of the main lobe in de-
grees at a focus distance of 400mm for increasing transmit-
array radius, given in number of unitcells. It is seen that the
beam width starts leveling off as the radius is increasing be-
yond 10 unitcells.The HPBW is measured in the \-plane at
𝜙 = 0◦, the unitcells aremodeled as ideal, and the simulated
feed radiation pattern is used.
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Figure 23: Plot of the half power beam width of the main lobe in
degrees for increasing focus distance for several different
transmitarray radii. It is seen that the beamwidth is only
weakly affected by the focus distance. The HPBW is mea-
sured in the \-plane at 𝜙 = 0◦, the unitcells are modeled
as ideal, and the simulated feed radiation pattern is used.

There are several things to note from these figures. Firstly, the direc-
tivity is monotonically increasing with array diameter and has no
marked leveling offwithin the simulated interval. Secondly, theHPBW
is leveling off after the radius increases beyond approximately 9 to 10
unitcells. Lastly, the choice of focus distance has little effect on HPBW.
Based on this, the transmitarray radius is chosen to be 10 unitcells.
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3.3 UNITCELL SELECTION

The structure of the unitcell consists of the unitcell element, being the
metal layer, and the substrate onwhich thismetal layer is adhered to. The
of selection of the element and substrate are discussed in this section.

Aswill bedetailed in the followingparagraphs, theunitcell is chosen tobe
a three layerM-FSS double square loop unitcell with a period of 𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑦 =

_/2 = 12.49mmwith a 1mm FR4 substrate and 10.2mm air gap between
each layer. It achieves a 54◦ phase range under the −1dB criterion, and
183◦ under the −3dB criterion.

3.3.1 Substrate

A 1mmFR4 glass fiber substrate with permittivity Y = 4 and loss tangent
of tan 𝛿 = 0.012 at 10GHz is used as substrate for the unit cell. Ideally an
RF-substrate with low loss and guaranteed permittivity should be used.
This is not employed in this thesis primarily because of prohibitive cost
for the required dimensions, but also because such substrates generally
have low stiffness. By the same reason as the latter, 1mm is used rather
than 0.8mmwhich was also available from the supplier6.

An air gap of 10mm is placed between subsequent layers in order to get
a 𝛽𝑡𝑠 = 90◦. This angle achieves the highest |𝑆21 | as was shown in Sec-
tion 2.4.3. The substrate thickness represents the combined FR4 and air
sandwich, requiring that𝑆-matrix cascadingwith (65)-(65) is used tofind
and solve for the necessary thickness of air.

3.3.2 Element Type Selection

The choice of unitcell elements for this thesis is based on two factors: it
is desired that the design should be simple, and no novel element type
is to be developed. Higher performance can be attained with dissimi-
lar cell elements and varying the substrate thickness or permittivity [3].
This does however increase development time and manufacturing cost.
Only extant unit cell types are investigated since previous works have
showed that these elements come close to the theoretical limit given
in Section 2.4.3[3].

6 After receiving the FR4 substrate, it was found that 1mm is far than stiff enough such that
0.8mmwould most likely also work.
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Two guidelines are followed when narrowing down an appropriate unit
cell type for the transmitarray: itmust have high transmission andprefer-
ably be polarization independent. The former rules out patch-like ele-
ments, while the latter favors loop elements and 𝑁 -pole unitcells with
high𝑁 .

Two from the first group and two from the latter group is investigated:
single and double square loop cell; and simple cross and Jerusalem cross
cell. Illustrations of these are shown in Figure 24.

It was discovered that using unitcells that includes the intended sub-
strate gave a better basis for comparison as opposed to only using the
metal layer. Simulation results for the latter are included in Appendix B
for those interested.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 24: Illustration of the four different types of unit cells used that
were investigated. These are: a) simple cross, b) Jerusalem
cross, c) single square cell, and d) double square cell. Each cell
has edge lengths of 𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑦 = _/2 = 12.49GHz. The substrate
is 1mm thick and the copper layer is 35µm thick. The trace
lengths are 1mm for the crosses and 0.5mm for the square
loops, but has little effect on the 𝑆21 parameter. The reason for
this discrepancy is that the inner edges of the loops coalesce to
quickly for small loop diameters if the trace width was 1mm.
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The crosses are investigated because they have 90◦ rotational symme-
try and it is possible to scale them down reasonably small before the
metal edges coalesce.𝑁 -pole unitcells with higher order coalescesmore
rapidly and is therefore not used. The stubs at the ends of the Jerusalem
cross adds capacitance and should lower the resonance frequency [20].
The S-parameter simulations of these unitcells are shown in Figure 25.

The loops are the most interesting candidate since they ideally have full
rotational symmetry. Double loop designs are themost prevalent in liter-
ature since the second loops adds both capacitance and inductance, and
it is reported to be themost wideband element [.] Square loops was cho-
sen instead of circles simply because it requires fewer mesh-cells in the
EM-simulation for one of the used solvers. The S-parameter simulations
of these unitcells are shown in Figure 26.

There are several of important points that the simulations plots show.
Firstly, the simple cross has the highest resonance at 10mm while the
double square loop has the lowest. Secondly, the addition of stubs on the
Jerusalem cross did lower the dimensions at which the cross resonates,
in addition to making the 𝑆21 circle more symmetric.

Third, the single and double square loop appear to cover roughly the
equal phase ranges. Lastly, introduction of the second loop lowers the
width at which resonance occurs and creates a second resonance on the
upper end of the loop width.

3.3.3 Double Loop Unit Cell

The double square loop unit cell is chosen for this design, even though
both the simple cross element and single square loop element appear to
have similar characteristics. Theprimary reason for thisdecision is the re-
ports fromother authors that the loop element has the highest rotational
invariance [20] and provides the wides band width [3]. Unfortunately,
time constraints prevented a thorough verification of these claims.
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Figure 25: Full wave simulation results of the transmission coefficient 𝑆21
for simple cross and Jerusalem cross unit cells. The structure
of the cells are seen in Figure 24 above. The stub length of the
Jerusalem cross is 0.5 · arm length. The themagnitude is given
in dB for the polar and line plots. The dotted lines in all the
graphs are the −1 dB and −3 dB magnitude lines. All unit cells
have the same periodicity of 𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑦 = _/2 = 12.49GHz
and have Floquet ports on each lateral side of the unit cell.
All simulations were done with inclination angle of \ = 90◦.
The simulated substrate is a 1mm thick FR4 with Y = 4 and
tan 𝛿 = 0.012.
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Figure 26: Full wave simulation results of the transmission coefficient 𝑆21
for single square loop and double square loop unit cells. For
thedouble square loopunit cell, the separationbetween the in-
ner and outer loops is 0.22 ·width of the outer loop. The struc-
ture of the cells are seen in Figure 24 above. The themagnitude
is given in dB for the polar and line plots. The dotted lines in
all the graphs are the −1 dB and −3 dBmagnitude lines. All unit
cells have the same periodicity of 𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑦 = _/2 = 12.49GHz
and have Floquet ports on each lateral side of the unit cell.
All simulations were done with inclination angle of \ = 90◦.
The simulated substrate is a 1mm thick FR4 with Y = 4 and
tan 𝛿 = 0.012.
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3.3.4 Number of Layers

The transmitarrays discussed in this thesis uses 3 layers. As explained
in Section 2.4.3, this makes it possible to achieve 293◦ phase range under
the 1 dB loss criterion, as opposed to 157◦ to 360◦ phase range for 2 and 4
layers, respectively.

More layers than three is not chosen because of two reasons. Firstly, the
transmitarray designwill use FR4 as substrate and it was a high degree of
uncertainty how lossy the substrate would be. A high number of layers is
suspected tohave greater dielectric loss than the additionsof layerwould
be able to compensate7. Secondly, numerous simulationswith truncated
phase ranges showed that the loss in directivity between 4 and 3 layers
was rather small8.

3.3.5 Final Unit Cell Simulation

The final simulated transmission coefficient of the full three layer dou-
ble square loop unit cell is shown in Figure 27 below. The −1dB phase
range is 54◦ and the −3dB phase range is 183◦. This is considerably lower
than an ideal unitcell, but since radiation analysis (section Section 3.4)
showed that this still is enough for demonstrating focusing and beam
shaping, no further unit cell changes was done.

7 It was however not done good enough simulations to support or reject this speculation.
8 These simulation results was unfortunately not included in this paper.
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Figure 27: Full wave simulation results of the transmission coefficient
𝑆21 for the M-FSS unit cell used in the design. The element is
a double square loop with a 2.5mm separation between the
inner and outer loops. The simulated substrate is a 1mm thick
FR4 with Y = 4 and tan 𝛿 = 0.012. Furthermore, the air gaps
between the layers are 10mm, and the metal is 35µm lossy
copper. The themagnitude is given in dB for the polar and line
plots. The dotted lines in all the graphs are the −1 dB and −3 dB
magnitude lines. All simulations were done with inclination
angle of \ = 90◦.
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3.4 PHASE DISTRIBUTION

3.4.1 Phase Distribution 1.

The initial phase distribution for the first surface where𝜓0 = 0 is shown
in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Phase distribution of the transmitarray for generating a broad-
side radiation pattern. In this distribution, the phase constant
𝜓0 = 0. The values listed along the color bar is in degrees.

The next step is determining the value of the phase constant 𝜙0. Chang-
ing this parameter does not change the radiation pattern as this depends
on the phase differences between unitcells, but it does change the distri-
bution of the unitcell dimensions. This makes it possible to arrange the
elements so that the overall transmission loss is minimized. place cells
that has the lowest loss in the center where the feed illumination is the
strongest, thereby minimizing the overall loss.

Other transmitarrays chooses𝜙0 such that the least lossy elements in the
center and the most lossy elements at the rim[3]. Since center is illumi-
nated the strongest9, this should intuitively result in the smallest overall
loss. Tests done in this thesis did however show that this isn’t always the
case. Below in Figure 29 is a visual representation of how total element
losses of the transmitarray is calculated.

9 For center feed arrays.
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Figure 29: Visual illustration of how element losses are calculated. Sub-
figure (a) shows the power density at the surface of the array
when it is illuminated by the horn feed at a distance of 400mm.
This density is multiplied by the projected element area as
seen from the feed shown in (b). Here, the feed ismodeled as a
point source. The resulting power distribution ismultiplied by
transmission loss, 1 − |𝑆21 |, to get the element losses shown in
(d). All the element losses are summed to get the total trans-
mission loss of the surface. The |𝑆21 | of the elements stems
from full wave simulations. The reflection magnitude is also
included (1 − 𝑆21) as a loss.
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Directivity and loss calculations using radiation analysis is done for all
possible phase offsets in order to determine the optimum value of 𝜓0.
The result are shown in Figure 30. It is apparent that peak directivity and
minimum in overall loss are not achieved for the same phase offset, even
though they are close.
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Effect of Phase Offset on Gain and Element Losses
 

Figure 30: Radiation analysis of directivity and element losses as the
phase offset 𝜓0 is changed. The directivity is the blue curve
having cross point markers, while the element losses are the
red trace having + point markers. The total power sent into
the feed is 0.5W. It is seen that even though the values of di-
rectivity and loss are negatively correlated, their extrema are
not collocated. The |𝑆21 | of the elements stems from full wave
simulations.

A possible explanation for why the extrema of directivity and loss have
different values of 𝜓0 is truncation of elements. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.4.3, a three layer transmitarray is not sufficient to cover the whole
0−360phase range. Elements that require unsupportedphase values are
truncated to the closest supported phase. Figure 31 shows the number
of truncated elements and the sum of all the truncated phase errors. It
seems to support the hypothesis that truncation of elements has a signif-
icant impact on the optimum phase offset.
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Effect of Phase Offset on Gain and Element Losses
with Phase Truncation Overlay

Figure 31: Extension of Figure 30 with element truncation added as
black curves. Thenumber of truncation elements is the solid
black curve and the truncation error as a dashed curve. The
latter is calculated as ∑ |Δ𝜙 | where Δ𝜙 is the difference be-
tween ideal and truncated phase value. No 𝑦 -axis is provides
for these curves. The number of truncated elements range
between 0 and 64.

From the above figures, peak directivity is achieved at𝜙0 = 155◦. The fi-
nal phase andmagnitudedistribution for the array is given inFigure 32.
In addition, the resulting phase and magnitude distributions of the
feed and the surface are given inFigure 33. Theuniformphasedistribu-
tion shows that the wave is collimated after leaving the transmitarray.
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Figure 32: (a)Magnitude and (b) phase distribution of 𝑆21 of each unit-

cell in the transmitarray for a constant phase offset 𝜓0 =

155◦.
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Figure 33: (a) Magnitude and (b) phase distribution of the combined
feed + surface system for a constant phase offset𝜓0 = 155◦.
As is seen from the uniform phase distribution, the wave
exiting the transmitarray is collimated.

3.4.2 Phase Distribution 2.

The second phase distribution is found with numerical particle swarm
optimization and is designed tohave twomain lobes oriented 90◦ to each
other. This design demonstrates how any farfield pattern can be approx-
imated by setting up a farfield mask which works as the goal function
for the PSO. However, time constraints prevents this transmitarray to be
fabricated andmeasured.

The farfield mask is defined in UV-space, converted to \ ,𝜙-space and
applied to eachparticle.UV-space is themost convenient space todefine
the mask in since it is easily visualized while still representing the result-
ing 3D-radiation pattern with high fidelity. The conversion to \ ,𝜙 space
is necessary as all radiating analysis calculations are done in this space.
An example of a mask with 10◦ broadside lobe is shown in Figure 34 in
both UV- and angular space.
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(a) (b)

Figure 34: Example of farfield mask in (a) UV- and (b) \ ,𝜙-space. The
mask contains a single broadside lobe with 10◦ beamwidth.
The magnitude of the mask is set to correspond to the appli-
cable 20 log10 |𝐸 |2 of the feed. Blue points corresponds to the
lobe and red points corresponds to the sidelobe region.

The goal function take a particle’s radiation pattern and the farfieldmask
as inputs and outputs a scalar error score. The PSO algorithm tries to
minimize this score. The mask contains two regions: lobe and sidelobe,
and is used in the calculation of the error score by these rules:

(i) All points below the mask value in the lobe region are designated
as errors weighted by𝑤𝑟0.

(ii) All points above the mask value in the lobe region are not desig-
nated as errors.

(iii) All points below the mask value in the sidelobe region are not des-
ignated as errors.

(iv) All points above the mask value in the sidelobe region are desig-
nated as errors weighted by𝑤𝑟1.

The resulting cost function is defined as:

𝐶 = 𝑤𝑟0
∑︁

(\ ,𝜙) ∈lobe
and 𝐹(\ ,𝜙)<𝑀lobe

(𝐹 (\ ,𝜙) −𝑀lobe)2

+𝑤𝑟1
∑︁

(\ ,𝜙) ∈sidelobe
and 𝐹(\ ,𝜙)>𝑀sidelobe

(𝐹 (\ ,𝜙) −𝑀sidelobe)2 (72)

𝐹 (\ ,𝜙) = |𝐸 (\ ,𝜙) |2 (73)
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where 𝑀lobe,𝑀sidelobe are the mask values in the lobe and sidelobe

region, respectively, and 𝐹 (\ ,𝜙) is the value function, here defined to
be the 𝐸 -field intensity.

For this design, two 10◦ beamwidth lobes are placed at \ = 45◦ and
𝜙 = 0◦ and 𝜙 = 90◦. The farfield mask is shown in 35.

(a) (b)

Figure 35: Farfieldmask in (a) UV- and (b) \ ,𝜙-space for two lobe, sin-
gle feed array. The mask contains two main lobes with 10◦
\-beamwidth. Blue points corresponds to the lobe and red
points corresponds to the sidelobe region.

The E-patterns after optimization is seen in Figure 36:

(a) (b)

Figure 36: Result of particle swarm optimization after 500 iterations.
(a) shows the radiation pattern in Cartesian space while (b)
shows it in angular space.
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Finally, the phase and magnitude distribution that results from this
PSO is given in 37.
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Figure 37: (a) Magnitude and (b) phase distribution of 𝑆21 of each
unitcell in the transmitarray that generates twomain lobes
as seen in Figure 35.
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3.5 ASSEMBLY

This section describes the mechanical side of the construction of the
transmitarray. It consists of two components: structural support and sur-
face suspension. The purpose of the former is to maintain alignment of
the unitcells in all three dimensions, while the purpose of the latter is to
easily and sufficiently securely index and hold the transmitarray on its
mount during measuring.

3.5.1 Structural Support

The structural support is made up of spacers and fasteners. Both are
made of non conducting materials like Nylon and PLA10. The spacers
go in between the substrates, maintaining their interlayer distance, and
the fasteners clamp the resulting sandwich together. As mention in Sec-
tion 3.3.1, the substrate is chosen to be 1mm FR4 glass fiber board. No
sample of this substrate was at hand during the design stage, so its rigid-
ity was unknown. A program that quickly designs a support structure for
3D-printing was therefore written.

The structural support program generates a support structure for the
array in accordance to two rules: Minimize blockage of the aperture and
provide mechanical support. These are reconciled by growing the sup-
port from the perimeter into the center while avoiding the centers of
each unitcell. By changing the radius at which the support stops to grow,
a trade off between stiffness and aperture blockage is achieved, see Fig-
ure 38.

10 PLA is a common 3D printing filament material.
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Figure 38: Result of generating support structures with varying internal
void. A larger void results in a smaller blockage of the aperture,
but decreases the array stiffness. Both mounting holes and in-
dex indents are shown in these figures.

The fasteners are inserting intomounting holes in the array. Tominimize
coupling effects, these holes are placed as far away from the center as
possible and equidistant from adjacent unitcells. The hole locations are
found by a program that accepts a list of preferred angles and outputs
points that are both nearest to the preferred angle andmost distant from
neighboring unitcells. The final array uses the angles [0◦, 25◦, 45◦, 65◦] ±
2◦ in each quadrant.

3.5.2 Surface Suspension

The perimeter of the transmitarray is chosen to be circular such that it
can easily be rotated in its mount during measuring. In addition, index-
ing notches are cut out of the edges to facilitate fixture at known rota-
tion angles. These are made triangular to prevent seizing when joined
with the mating tooth11. The final array has index notches at the angles
[0◦, 5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 20◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 90◦]

11 Loose mechanical tolerances are expected as the mounting fixture is made with extru-
sion 3D-printing.
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3.5.3 The Final Transmitarray

The shape of the final transmitarray is shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39: CADmodel of the final transmitarray.



4
MEASUREMENT METHOD

The chapter describes the measurement setup for characterizing the
transmitarray, followed by detailing the test fixture detailed. The mea-
surement itself is done in an anechoic chamber with a silent zone of 2m
around the measurement platform, certified for 800MHz and upwards.

4.1 TEST FIXTURE

The purpose of the test fixture is to keep the feed horn aligned with the
transmitarray and to set the focus distance. It consists of three parts:
the bottommounting plate, the feed horn mount and the transmitarray
mount. An illustration of the complete fixture is given in Figure 40 below.

Figure 40: CAD model of the final test fixture used under measurement
and characterization of the transmitarray.
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The bottom mounting plate holds the feed horn and the transmitarray,
and attaches to a rotational platform in the measurement chamber. The
former are mounted in slots such that they can be slid along the focus
axis, while many possiblemounting holes are provides for mounting the
plate to the rotation platform. Both are shown in figure Figure 41.

Figure 41: CAD model of the mounting plate that holds the feed horn
and transmitarray, and attaches to a rotation platform in the
measurement chamber. The feed horn is mounted in the slots
on the left and the position of its phase center can be tuned by
sliding it along these slots. In a similar manner, the transmit-
array is mounted in the slots on the right and the focus dis-
tance can be adjusted from 100mm to 400mm. All the other
holes are possible mounting points for attaching the plate to
the rotation platform.

The plate is constructed by two plywood plates with a combined thick-
ness of 9mm. The slots in the bottomplate ismade larger than the upper
such that the heads of the nylon bolts can slide freely when the whole
fixture lies flat on the rotation platform. This detail is shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42: Bottom view of the mounting plate that shows how the head
of the bolts for the transmitarray can slide freely.
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An exploded view of the feed horn mount is shown in ??. The clamp
around the horn is made such that is follows its shape, leading to a rigid
and secure hold.

Figure 43: Exploded view of the feed horn mount. The mount parts are
made from 3D printed PLA.

Themount for the transmitarray is shown inFigure 44. It is a simple curve
section with an indexing notch that fits into the indexing notches in the
array.

Figure 44: CADmodel of the transmitarraymounting. The transmitarray
is not firmly secured into the mount, but is held in place by
friction from the two raised edges. This facilitates easy change
of rotation of the transmitarray during measurement.



5
RESULTS - SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT

This section will present the central results from simulation and mea-
surement of the implemented transmitarray antenna, but not from the
single-fed multi-lobe transmitarray simulations in Section 3.4.2. Time
did unfortunately permit a through discussion of the latter.

The first result that is presented is the normalized power pattern of the
simulated and measured feed antenna, see Figure 45. The half power
beamwidth of the simulated andmeasured antenna is respectively 23.9◦
and 22.8◦. It is apparent that the two curves correspond to a high degree,
and it verifies that the feed pattern used in the transmitarray simulations
is accurate.
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Figure 45: Normalized power pattern for simulated and measured feed
horn at 12 GHz. The physical horn is measured while rotating
it around its phase center. This phase center was found by ad-
justing thepositionof thehorn such that the variation inphase
over a 180◦ rotation was lowest. The resulting position of the
phase center coincided with the predicted location within a
fewmillimeters.
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5.1 GAIN AT DESIGNED FOCUS DISTANCE

Two figures for the design focus distance of 𝐹 = 400mm are presented
below. The first, 46, shows the normalized power pattern of both the sim-
ulated andmeasured transmitarray. It noted that half power beamwidth
matches within 1.5 degrees, 6.1◦ for simulated vs 4.7◦ for measured, but
the levels of the side lobes does not.

The second plot, Figure 47, shows the simulated and measured power
patterns of both the feed and the transmitarray. The simulated andmea-
sured curved has been normalized with respect to their feeds, such that
the power scaling is the same. Clearly, the gain of themeasured transmit-
array is many dB lower than the simulated one, with 9.4 dB vs 3.4 dB.
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Figure 46: Normalized power pattern of simulated and measured
transmitarray at the designed focus distance of 𝐹 = 400mm.
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Figure 47: Simulated andmeasured power plot of both the feed antenna
and the transmitarray at a focus distance of 𝐹 = 400mm.
TA. = transmitarray. In order to compare the simulation results
with the measured ones, the feed antenna curves are used as
reference levels. First, the simulated feed antenna curve is nor-
malized, followed by level adjusting the measured data such
that themeasured and simulated feed antenna curve coincide
at their maxima.

5.1.1 Gain at other Frequencies

Next, the gain and HPBW for frequencies in the vicinity of 12 GHz is in-
vestigated, see Figure 48. Two things are apparent from this plot: Both
the gain and the HPBW is higher for the simulated transmitarray than
the measured one; and there is a pronounced ripple in the HPBW for the
measured array.
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Figure 48: Simulated and measured gain and HPBW of the transmitarray
at a focus distance of 𝐹 = 400mm. The simulated curves are in
green and the measured curves are in red. Lighter colors cor-
respond to HPBW. For each frequency point on the simulated
curves, the farfield anddirectivity for the feedhorncorrespond
to this frequency. The same goes for the radiation analysis cal-
culation. This is not however the case for the unit cells, i.e. the
𝑆21 parameters used in this simulation are all the same as that
for 12 GHz. For the measured gain data, the calculated gain
points are shown as individual points while a regression fit is
shown as a solid curve.

5.2 DIRECTIVITY AND GAIN AT OTHER FOCUS DISTANCES

Below follows a series of plots where the focus distance varied within
𝐹 ∈ [200, 250, 300, 350, 420], but otherwise identical to Figure 48 above.
These corresponds to the physical extremes of the test jig that holds the
transmitarray. The points for themeasured values of gain is interpolated
with an high order polynomial such that the trend stands out.
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Figure 49: Simulated and measured gain and HPBW of the transmit-
array at a focus distance of 𝐹 = 200mm. The simulated
curves are in green and the measured curves are in red.
Lighter colors correspond to HPBW. For the measured gain
data, the calculated gain points are shown as individual
points while a regression fit is shown as a solid curve.
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Figure 50: Simulated and measured gain and HPBW of the transmit-
array at a focus distance of 𝐹 = 250mm. The simulated
curves are in green and the measured curves are in red.
Lighter colors correspond to HPBW. For the measured gain
data, the calculated gain points are shown as individual
points while a regression fit is shown as a solid curve.
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Figure 51: Simulated andmeasuredgain andHPBWof the transmitarray
at a focus distance of 𝐹 = 300mm. The simulated curves are
in green and the measured curves are in red. Lighter colors
correspond to HPBW. For the measured gain data, the cal-
culated gain points are shown as individual points while a
regression fit is shown as a solid curve.
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Figure 52: Simulated and measured gain and HPBW of the transmit-
array at a focus distance of 𝐹 = 350mm. The simulated
curves are in green and the measured curves are in red.
Lighter colors correspond to HPBW. For the measured gain
data, the calculated gain points are shown as individual
points while a regression fit is shown as a solid curve.
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Figure 53: Simulated and measured gain and HPBW of the transmit-
array at a focus distance of 𝐹 = 420mm. The simulated
curves are in green and the measured curves are in red.
Lighter colors correspond to HPBW. For the measured gain
data, the calculated gain points are shown as individual
points while a regression fit is shown as a solid curve.

Lastly, Table 2 lists the values for gain at 12 GHz and the location for
maximummeasured gain. It is apparent that the latter holds steady at
10.9 GHz and hovers around 9 dB.

Table 2: Simulated and measured gain at 12GHz for varying focus dis-
tances. Measured maximum gain is also listed. The designed
parameters is 12 GHz at a focus distance of 𝐹 = 400mm. The
values for maximummeasured gain for 𝐹 = 400mm is empty
since lower frequencies than 11 GHz was not measured at this
focus distance.

Focus Distance Gain at 12GHz
[dB]

Maximum
measured gain

Simulated Measured Gain [dB] Frequency
[GHz]

200mm 3.06 -2.73 7.5 10.45
250mm 6.94 2.67 8.99 10.97
300mm 8.51 4.27 9.43 10.82
350mm 9.08 4.44 8.99 10.97
400mm 9.43 3.44 - -
420mm 9.20 3.22 8.37 10.97



6
DISCUSSION

It is apparent from the results inChapter 5 that the realized transmitarray
performed considerably worse than the designed transmitarray. At the
designed focus distance of 𝐹 = 400mm and center frequency of 12GHz,
the difference in gain between the simulated and measured transmit-
array is 9.4 dB− 3.4 dB = 6dB. Furthermore, the sidelobes of the realized
transmitarray is substantially higher than the simulated one by > 5dB at
the lowest and > 20dB at the highest. In contrast, the half power beam
width for themeasured transmitarray is narrower than the simulatedone
by 1.4◦.

There are three principal causes that could account for the discrepancy
between the simulated and measured results. Firstly, the field pattern
of the feed used in the design and simulation could be wrong. This is
however most likely not the case since the field pattern of the simulated
feed horn corresponds well with the measured one.

Secondly, the implementation of radiation analysis based on (12) used
to calculate the field pattern and gain could contain an error. This is
probable given themany steps involved in the processes going from raw
unit cell simulation data to fabrication files.

It is however believed that any such errors only accounts for a fraction
of the discrepancy in gain. The primary reason for this belief is that the
calculation implementations was tested and compared to implementa-
tions from a third party1. In addition, the loss in gain from phase range
truncation was shown by Figure 31 to be ≈ 1.5 dB for 64 elements, giving
an indication that small implementation errors likely will be in the range
of 1 dB2.

The final principal cause that could account for the difference between
simulated and excepted results is differences in the simulated and actual
FR4 substrate. FR4 is not ahighperformance substrate at RF-frequencies,
and the used parameters of Y𝑟 = 4 and tan 𝛿 = 0.012 at 12 GHz is likely not
accurate values.

1 Matlab’s extensive libraries for EM-simulation and array antenna analysis was used as
comparison. These libraries could not be used directly in the project because of incom-
patibilities and long execution times.

2 The basis for this reasoning is that any implementation errors most likely lies in the
portion of the code that could not be compared to a third party’s results. This portion
is dominantly the mapping between unit cell 𝑆21 simulation data to the desired phase
distribution of the surface.
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The gain curves in figures 48 to 53 all shows a peak at 11GHz followed
by a sharp decline for higher frequencies. This indicates that the center
frequency is lower and substrate permittivity is higher than Y𝑟 = 4, based
on the relation 𝑓 ∝ 𝑐

2𝜋√Y𝑟`𝑟
. Furthermore, the sharp decline suggest that

the loss increases quickly above 11GHz and that tan 𝛿 is significantly
higher than 0.012.

The focus distance for the measured transmitarray is shorter than the
simulated one. As can be seen from Table 2, the peak gain of the simu-
lated array is achievedat𝐹 = 400mm at 12 GHz,while it is𝐹 = 300mm for
the measured one at 11 GHz. This can also be attributed to lower center
frequency, strengthening the case that Y𝑟 > 4.



7
CONCLUSION

A design of a 12GHz collimating transmitarray is presented in this thesis,
together with a demonstration of using particle swarm optimization to
synthesize the phase distribution for a single fed dual lobe transmitarray.
Both are based on three layered square double loop unit cells where
the diameter of the loops determine the phase shift. The collimating
transmitarray is fabricated on a FR-4 substrate and measured in ane-
choic chamber.

Simulations of the collimating transmitarray displays a peak gain of
9.43 dB at the designed focus distance of 𝐹 = 400mm and 12GHz, while
measurements shows a meager 3.44 dB gain at the same frequency and
focus distance. Further investigations shows that the center frequency
of the fabricated array lies in the vicinity of 11 GHz and achieves a peak
gain of 9.43 dB at a focus distance of 𝐹 = 300mm. This discrepancy is
probably due to higher permittivity in the substrate thanwas used in the
simulation.

The results from the particle swarm optimization shows great promise
for creating transmitarrays that achieves an arbitrary desired far field.
Synthesizingaphasedistribution for twoseparate lobesat (\ = 45◦,𝜙 = 0◦)
and (\ = 45◦,𝜙 = 45◦) shows clear attainment of the goal far field mask
after 500 iterations. This demonstrates the flexibility of transmitarray
technology to modify the wavefront of a given feed antenna through
numerical optimization techniques.

The choice of using ordinary FR4 substrate rather than an RF substrate
with clearly defined permittivity and low loss did cause errors between
the excepted and actual transmitarray. But it still works well enough to
demonstrate the principle of using a transmitarray as an electromag-
netic lens to collimate the field from a horn antenna, albeit at a lower
frequency.
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8
FUTURE WORK

Therearenumerousaspectsof transmitarrays thatdeserves further study.
Onemay categorize these as: feed, element size, element type and active
arrays.

Many works on transmitarrays approximates the feed as a raised cosine.
Work during this thesis did however show that using simulated field pat-
tern from the intended feed antenna changes the necessary phase dis-
tribution. This is also excepted to be a significant factor when designing
with other feeds than a horn, like a single dipole or path.

Another common approximation is that the transmitarray exists in the
far field. This is convenient, but practical applications would benefit
from lenses that can be placed as close to the feed antenna as possible.
Examining transmitarrays located in the near-field is thus interesting.
Electromagnetic lenses in thenearfieldhasalreadybeendonewithmeta-
materials, but the author is unaware if there exists planar transmitarrays
that does the same.

The boundary between a proper metamaterial lens and a lens based on
EBG structures does not appear to have been investigated in existing liter-
ature. There existsmany studies formetamaterials andEBGon their own,
but what happens with the performance of of lenses when the element
sizes lies between the clear cut boundaries of _/10 and _/2?

Element types with higher performance and modifies the polarization
is also a natural progression from the work done in this thesis. Rotation
of the element with respect to other elements changes polarization and
may impose different phase distributions for different polarizations. The
𝑆21 limits describedhere only holds for high angle of incidence. Elements
that maintain their characteristics for shallow angles is another interest-
ing aspect to study.

Lastly, the use of active elements that can change their 𝑆21 characteris-
tics and allow for electronically controlled arrays is especially interesting.
FPGA devices can drive varactors or RF-switches and quickly change the
farfield, essentially becoming a phased array but with only one feed an-
tenna.

—————————————————————————————-
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A
DERIVATION OF TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT FOR IDEAL
UNITCELLS

This derivation is based on [2], where four assumptions are used to get
an expression for the transmission coefficient 𝑆21:

1. The S-matrix is reciprocal, meaning that the transmission of a sig-
nal does not depend on the direction of propagation.

S𝑇 = S (74)

which gives

𝑆21 = 𝑆12 (75)

2. The S-matrix is symmetrical, meaning that the network is identical
looking into each port.

𝑆11 = 𝑆22 (76)

3. The S-matrix is lossless.
𝑀∑︁
𝑚

|𝑆𝑚𝑛 |2 = 1 for all 𝑛 (77)

which gives

|𝑆11 |2 + |𝑆21 |2 = 1 (78)
|𝑆12 |2 + |𝑆22 |2 = 1 (79)

4. Higher order harmonics is small and can be neglected. By Fresnel’s
law:

𝑆21 − 𝑆11 = 1 (80)
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To get the desired expression, we begin by combining (78) with (79) and
use the identity |𝑧 | =

√
𝑧 · 𝑧∗[24]:

|𝑆12 |2 + |𝑆22 |2 = |𝑆11 |2 + |𝑆21 |2

𝑆11𝑆∗
12 + 𝑆21𝑆

∗
22 = 0 (81)

Substituting (75) into (81):

𝑆11𝑆∗
21 + 𝑆21𝑆

∗
11 = 0

|𝑆11 |𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆11 |𝑆21 |𝑒−𝑗 ∠𝑆21 + |𝑆21 |𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆21 |𝑆11 |𝑒−𝑗 ∠𝑆11 = 0
𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆11𝑒−𝑗 ∠𝑆21 + 𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆21𝑒−𝑗 ∠𝑆11 = 0

𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆11𝑒−𝑗 ∠𝑆21 = −𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆21𝑒−𝑗 ∠𝑆11

𝑒2𝑗 ∠𝑆11 = −𝑒2𝑗 ∠𝑆21 (82)

we take the argument of (82) and get

∠𝑆11 = ∠𝑆21 ±
𝜋

2 (83)

This result is used in (80):

|𝑆21 |𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆21 − |𝑆11 |𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆11 = 1
|𝑆21 |𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆21 − |𝑆11 |𝑒 𝑗 ∠𝑆21±

𝜋
2 = 1

|𝑆21 | − |𝑆11 |𝑒±𝑗
𝜋
2 = 𝑒−𝑗 ∠𝑆21

|𝑆21 | ± 𝑗 |𝑆11 | = 𝑒−𝑗 ∠𝑆21

|𝑆21 | ± 𝑗 |𝑆11 | = cos(∠𝑆21) − 𝑗 sin(∠𝑆21) (84)

The last expression (84) is decomposed into real and imaginary parts to
get the final relation:

|𝑆21 | = cos(∠𝑆21) (85)
|𝑆11 | = ± sin(∠𝑆21) (86)



B
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR ONE LAYER UNIT CELLS WITH
ONLY METAL LAYER
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Figure 54: Full wave simulation results of the transmission coefficient 𝑆21
for simple cross and Jerusalemcrossunit cells. The structureof
the cells are seen in Figure 24, but only the metal layer is used
in these simulations. The the magnitude is given in dB for the
polar and line plots. The dotted lines in all the graphs are the
−1 dB and −3 dB magnitude lines. All unit cells have the same
periodicity of 𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑦 = _/2 = 12.49GHz and have Floquet
ports on each lateral side of the unit cell. All simulations were
done with inclination angle of \ = 90◦.
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Figure 55: Full wave simulation results of the transmission coefficient
𝑆21 for single square loop and double square loop unit cells.
For the double square loop unit cell, the separation between
the inner and outer loops is 0.22 ·width of the outer loop. The
structure of the cells are seen in Figure 24, but only the metal
layer is used in these simulations. The the magnitude is given
in dB for the polar and line plots. The dotted lines in all the
graphs are the −1 dB and −3 dB magnitude lines. All unit cells
have the same periodicity of 𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑦 = _/2 = 12.49GHz and
have Floquet ports on each lateral side of the unit cell. All sim-
ulations were done with inclination angle of \ = 90◦.
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